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Textiles and Tectonics

Rationalists, wearing square hats,
Think, in square rooms,
Looking at the floor,
Looking at the ceiling.
They confine themselves
To right-angled triangles.
If they tried rhomboids,
Cones, waving lines, ellipses—
As, for example, the ellipse of the half-moon—
Rationalists would wear sombreros.

(from Wallace Stevens, Six Significant Landscapes, Others, April 1916)

Folklorisms

Don’t you love them?
Queer beautiful things.
Mist people.
Moving mist people.
Dancing mist people.
You ought to-
you’re one of them. 

(from Alfred Kreymborg, To H. S., Others, Feb. 1916)



Always, Always, Others. 
Non-Classical Forays into Modernism
 

This new presentation of classical modernism showcases works from mumok 
that demonstrate not only the heterogeneity of early 20th-century modernism 
but also that of the museum’s collection. Alongside contributions from artists 
such as André Derain, Oskar Kokoschka or František Kupka whose work is shown 
regularly, the exhibition also features, for example, paintings by the Hungarian 
artist Béla Kádár, which blend abstraction with a folklore-tinged vocabulary. 
French artist André Beaudin’s representations of animals engage in a comparable 
subversion of formulaic Cubism. Vienna-based artists Mathilde Flögl and Friedl 
Dicker sought to shape social and political realities with their work in the field of 
applied arts. Classical modernism mumok-style is polyvocal. 
 
Always, Always, Others was developed by the artist Ulrike Müller in conjunction 
with curator Manuela Ammer. The exhibition adds to and builds on the themes 
tackled in the solo presentation of Müller’s work on Level -2 at mumok (until 
21.2.2016). The curators make the collection’s wide range of voices heard by 
staging a dialogue with another infrequently shown section of the collection: 
the eclectic 1970s, whose alternative images of bodies and concepts of identity 
make classical modernism look remarkably “unclassical” and astonishingly 
contemporary. Works by the Austrian artists’ group Wirklichkeiten, the Chicago 
Imagists, the Pattern and Decoration Movement and by the Gugginger Artists all 
in their own different ways raise questions about the “Other” in art – exploring 
gender, popular culture, autodidactic approaches and craftsmanship. They offer 
a perspective that identifies classical modernism as a process of searching that 
was crucially determined by “Others.”  

Exploratory moves, alternative perspectives and parallel narratives define the 
exhibition’s architecture and display. The arrangement of the works departs 
from genealogies and hierarchies rooted in the canons of art history, instead 
sparking visitors’ curiosity as they are invited to stroll along different routes, 
characterized by passages, glimpses of other parts of the exhibition space, and 
shifts in perspective. The colored walls reference the artworks’ diverse contexts, 
underscoring how these exhibits also develop meanings outside the conventional 
neutral white space of the museum. 

The exhibition’s title Always, Always, Others, like the title of Müller’s solo 
presentation, refers to a slim journal, published in New York from 1915 to 1919, 
which introduced poems and prose by authors such as Djuna Barnes, T.S. Eliot, 
Mina Loy, Marianne Moore, Ezra Pound or Man Ray. Others. A Magazine of New 
Verse saw its role as an experimental platform that claimed the innovative social 
and artistic potential of the “Other”: from free verse right through to early feminist 
and queer perspectives. 

An intriguing miscellany of small-format works on paper forms the exhibition’s 
opening act (1). A classical modernism that encompasses a huge spectrum 
in terms of how bodies are represented becomes evident here: human figures 
composed of abstract lines, animals set on the paper as negative forms, 
or household objects that resemble architectonic sketches. The encounter 
between abstraction and bodies conjures up elements of suspense, pressure, 
and transition. Carry Hauser’s Boxer fights an invisible opponent, in Friedericke 
Nechansky-Stotz’ untitled graphic work a figure casts an echo of movement into 
the surrounding space, and in Heinz Reichenfelser’s Tanz (Dance) abstract lines 
join together to form a vigorous, rhythmic body structure. For all their stereometric 
leanings, Oskar Schlemmer’s male nudes are imbued with an intrinsic, pastel-
hued eroticism. Florence Henri’s photographic experiments, on the other hand, 
produce ambiguous spaces using mirrors and prisms, while shadows create eerie 
doppelgänger of cutout paper figures in Alexander Rodchenko’s photographs. 
Classical modernism is populated by a remarkable number of animals: the volatile 
forms of a cat or a deer fleet through images as tropes of transformation; abstract 
lines come together to form carnivalesque mythical beings in Camilla Birke’s 
oeuvre. Abstraction moves beyond depictions of humans, animals or space to 
penetrate every sphere of life: Josef Hoffmann’s applied art designs can be read 
on a multitude of levels – as a blueprint for teacups, sculpture, architecture. In the 
early 20th century, abstraction flung open a new kind of window on the world, 
tapping into fresh potential interpretations: what might the colorful “hooks” in 
Melos –Deutung (Melos-Interpretation) signify? Letters? Children’s playthings? 
Birds in the heavens above? A shoal of fish?

On the opposite wall we find three outstanding examples of differing modes 
of engagement with abstraction and figuration: a „cubist“ still life by Alfred 
Wickenburg (2), an “abstract” work by František Kupka (3) and a “portrait” 
by Wolfgang Paalen (4). Crystalline fragmentation is the defining feature in 
Wickenburg’s folklore-style still life with a tin plate and Gugelhupf cake mould. 
The Styrian painter, who had exhibited at the Venice Biennale and the World 
Fair in Paris before the Second World War, later became an important figure in 
Austrian cultural politics. This still life was painted in 1922–23, when Cubism 
was already being replaced in France by a new classicism. There is also a sense 
in Wickenburg’s work that the focus has shifted away from dissecting forms to 
keeping them intact, although some sort of Cubist inspiration can still be felt. 
The table, plate and cake-tin are foreshortened yet simultaneously resist this 



perspectival device. Rounded and strangely angular forms, depicted in a 
stiffly frontal view, shove against the precariously tilted tabletop with its polka-
dotted cloth.

Der gelbe Fleck (Yellow Spot) by František Kupka is an early abstract work. Kupka 
did not take objects as his point of departure, but instead held that painting 
should convey the painter’s spiritual energies thanks to the atmospheric power 
of colors and forms. With this esoteric position the Czech painter, who lived in 
Paris, was soon viewed as an outsider by the French avantgarde. Der gelbe Fleck 
(Yellow Spot) was painted in 1918, immediately after the end of the First World 
War. Kupka clearly did not wish the central motif in the middle of the painting 
to be read in the spirit of a hopeful sunrise (in the mountains?): The yellow spot 
is hemmed in by pointed forms that penetrate into the pictorial space from the 
edges of the work.  

Wolfgang Paalen’s Bella Bella is simultaneously a portrait and a maelstrom of 
colors. On the one hand, the subject-matter is in the throes of disintegrating, but 
the image can also be read as an abstract gestural painting. Paalen seeks in his 
Raumlingen (Spaciales) to connect his paintings to a cosmological dimension 
by incorporating ideas from quantum physics and totemic world views. Paalen, 
who emigrated from Austria to Mexico, became one of the most hotly debated 
Surrealist painters of the 1940s with this strategy, and a landmark figure for 
Abstract Expressionism in the USA.

This opening act seeks to demonstrate that modernism did not follow a straight-
forward course, and highlights the manifold linkages between abstraction and 
figuration. Humorous, playful and banal forms of abstraction run counter to the 
notion of a strict modernist canon. The curators have concentrated this multitude 
of voices into four leitmotifs, proposing a different kind of route through classical 
modernism and grouped loosely around the following concepts: “Textiles and 
Tectonics,” “Folklorisms,” “Metamorphoses,” and “Bodies under Pressure”. 

Textiles and Tectonics

Throughout art history, parallels have been drawn between the canvas and the 
painting covering it, on the one hand, and the body and its coverings, be they 
clothes, masks or even make-up, on the other. Those trappings all give a new 
form and expressivity to the body, or could be described as playing games of 
illusion, simulating a reality that does not exist. However, the canvas stretched on 
a frame also has its own corporeal existence, stretched like a skin over a frame. 
The canvas is the underpinning that bears the image, yet simultaneously exists as 
a textile screen upon which the play of illusion unfolds. At times, the bare canvas 
– as a woven structure and a material fact – interacts mischievously with the 
painting that covers it. 

Miriam Schapiro’s monumental Pink Light Fan (5) is image and fabric, and, 
metaphorically speaking, a piece of clothing. Just like an actual fan, the work 
has cloth stretched upon it, and just like an open fan, it is fixed as one specific 
form, and thus becomes an image. The handy accessory it is modeled after is an 
extension of the body, and with its decorations and subtle deployment proved 
an outstanding means of communication in courtly gallantry. Schapiro began 
her series of fans in the 1970s. In these fabric collages she arranges patterns 
and motifs from found textiles to form vivid compositions. The fans, with their 
traditional female connotations, are transposed into a monumental pictorial 
format reminiscent of American Color Field painting – a primarily male-dominated 
realm. In the 1970s, Schapiro was part of the Pattern and Decoration movement, 
which incorporated elements from areas traditionally ascribed to decorative 
handicrafts, such as textile or ethnographic art. Pattern and Decoration thus 
represents a counter-project to a male-dominated definition of art permeated 
with the values of Western industrialized states. 

Schapiro considers works such as Pink Light Fan as “femmages.” Her term conflates 

feminism and collage, while also acknowledging, that is paying “homage” to, the 

anonymous designers, craftspeople and workers involved in the production of the 

fabrics. Schapiro’s recuperation of practices of cutting and reassembling as a women’s 

domain extends into the revision of received art histories, especially those that credit 

synthetic cubism with the invention of collage. Miriam Schapiro: “When art historians 

mandate [its] beginnings at 1912, they exclude artists not in the mainstream. Art 

historians do not pay attention to the discoveries of non-Western artists, women artists 

or anonymous folk artists. All of these people make up the group we call others. 

It is exasperating to realize that the rigidities of modern critical language and thought 

prevent a direct response to the eloquence of art when it is made by others....” 

(Ulrike Müller)



A fan also figures prominently in Albert Paris Gütersloh’s still life (6) along with 
a whole series of bourgeois objects: a vase, a glass, plates and two kitschy 
statuettes – all decorative rather than utilitarian – reveal the artificiality of the 
arrangement. Gütersloh’s interest appears to lie in playing with organic/soft/
natural and tectonic/hard/artificial qualities: the strict criss-cross pattern of 
the fabric spread across the table, the flowery material of the fan, “split up” into 
individual segments, the glass figurine with its floral decoration. The painter has 
completely absorbed and internalized this tension in the painting, extending it to 
encompass all the objects in the still life. A patterned screen of bright vibrating 
colors, propelled by its own decorative dynamics, seems superimposed onto 
the arrangement. 

Textile objects that look like placeholders that have taken on a life of their own 
play a major part in Philip Hanson’s work.  Although Hanson is primarily a painter 
– his painting Chambers of Venus (7) is also included in the exhibition – in this 
work from 1974 he presents textile objects (8) with shapes reminiscent of 
fragments of clothing and corsages that shape and support the body. At the same 
time they look like outlandish relics, bereft of the bodies they were made for. 
Their surfaces, folds and coloration are remarkably reminiscent of the shimmering 
colorfulness of the objects in Gütersloh’s still life.
 
As quirky as Hanson’s textile objects, a pair of gloves take centre-stage in George 
Grosz’ painting Das Bündnis (The Alliance) (9) from 1931. Grosz, renowned above 
all for his acerbic socio-critical works from the interwar period, has created a 
mysterious constellation. The crumpled black gloves look as if they have just 
been taken off and cast down on the piece of pink cloth. They reference as an 
absence the body that wears this garment. In lieu of it, Grosz evokes a landscape, 
along with a clay pipe in the shape of a rooster and a photo of two faces pressed 
against each other. The question of what kind of mysterious alliance is forged 
here remains unresolved – the painting is a picture puzzle of symbolic allusions. 

Around 1900, abstract motifs from the Wiener Werkstätte spurred reforms in 
fashion, architecture and the applied arts in Vienna. The textile designs are part 
of a larger project that seeks to shape every sphere of life. Mathilde Flögl’s 
silk-screen pattern (10) is named after a river – the design is shot through with 
regularity and variation, rigidity and dynamism. A similar strategy permeates 
Josef Hoffmann’s fabric designs (11), which are reminiscent of tectonic strata, 
arabesque networks of lines and folded strips. The fundamental tension shaping 
the textile – poised between rigidity and flexibility – is explored as a motif in 
multiple iterations. 

The textile surface of the canvas is clearly visible in Oskar Kokoschka’s unfinished 
Portrait of Bertha Eckstein-Diener (12): the area that should have shown her dress 
has remained as the bare, unadorned fabric of the canvas. The painter merely 
sketched out her face and torso, hinting at dark shading around the contours of 
the body, and then broke off work on this piece. However, the juxtaposition of 
the bare canvas and the roughly sketched-out blotchy skin conveys a remarkable 
sense of an unusual sensuality, underscored by the piercing gaze of the clear 
eyes, directed straight at us. In this period Kokoschka aimed to create “nervy crazy 
portraits,” which critics read as “reflecting a profound crisis” and as “manifestations 
of a decaying era”. The portrait of Berta Eckstein-Diener conveys the physical 
presence of a woman who – to cite Kokoschka in his biography – gave the painter 
such a fright that he fled the house. Eckstein-Diener was an unusual phenomenon 
in fin-de-siècle Vienna: she later published her writing under the pseudonym 
Sir Galahad and wrote the first cultural history viewed from a female perspective,  
“Mütter und Amazonen. Ein Umriß weiblicher Reiche” [“Mothers and Amazons: 
the first feminine history of culture”].

Folklorisms

Over the course of just a few years on the cusp of the nineteenth and twentieth 
century, early modernism’s universalist aspirations were translated into a huge 
range of individual artistic strategies. Artists picked up on the new trends and 
connected them to local design idioms and narratives. In the process it became 
apparent that the local, popular, handcrafted and “naïve” have always produced 
their own forms of abstraction, and indeed that abstraction, rather than being a 
prerogative of the avant-garde, is part of every creative process. 

Michail Larionov’s Le Fumeur (The Smoker) (13) is an early material assemblage 
created against the backdrop of Russian Constructivism. It was most likely 
made in the 1920s when Larionov and his wife, the painter Natalia Goncharova, 
had already emigrated to Paris. The small-scale work is reminiscent of a shop 
sign. Larionov depicts this quotidian motif with an imaginatively playful use of 
material: the twisted paper body becomes an elegantly curvaceous female figure, 
while the cardboard pipe and the cotton-wool smoke evoke childhood craft 
projects. Aspirations to incorporate abstraction into everyday life formed part of 
Constructivism’s socio-political project in the pre-Stalin era – artistic production 
was to help shape a new society. 

Pablo Picasso and Georges Braques created the first Cubist paintings in France 
in 1906/07. Their still lives and portraits often seem anonymous, set outside 
time, like the starting point for studies of pure form. Things look entirely different 
in the works of Béla Kádár, who encountered Cubism on his trips to Paris. Kádár 
observed motifs from his Hungarian homeland through an analytical Cubist 
“eyeglass”. The Amazonian Schimmelreiterin (Woman on Gray Horse) (14) or 



Village Departure (15) deal with scenes rooted in village culture, reminding us of 
fairytales or myths. In these works the folklore-tinged pattern of small squares 
turns into its own form of “Cubism”: whereas the checkerboard pattern in Village 
Departure is restricted to the clothing or the background, in Schimmelreiterin it 
also spills over onto the horse in the form of light-blue brushstrokes.

Local traditions and “underground” visual idioms also inspired the Chicago 
Imagists, a loose grouping of artists whose works were described as a “dark” 
variant of Pop Art. Whilst New York’s version of Pop Art created often rather 
decorative mise-en-scènes, primarily of consumer goods, the Chicago Imagists 
turned their gaze on the dark underbelly of consumer culture: sexuality, violence, 
and perversion are portrayed in cartoon style. Jim Nutt (16), Gladys Nilsson (17), 
and Karl Wirsum (18) depict machine-like, deformed and fragmented figures; 
they are placed in bizarrely surreal settings and set within decorative surfaces 
and patterns. The human figure is viewed through the gaze of a multi-faceted, 
somberly cryptic subculture that perpetually challenges social conformity.  

Counter-movements proposing alternatives to academicism have been 
particularly noticeable in the art world since the emergence of modernism. One 
key example, Art Brut, was initiated immediately after the Second World War 
by French artist Jean Dubuffet; the broad term encompasses all kinds of work 
by self-taught artists: amateurs, children, and people with mental impairments. 
The artists from Gugging, who are offered therapeutic and social support in the 
“Artists’ House,” form part of this tradition. The drawings by August Walla (19) 
and Josef Bachler (20) evoke a whole host of connections with the Chicago 
Imagists. Hybrid beings and surreally altered objects point to a complex cosmos 
of individual experiences of the world, and equally complex strategies for coming 
to terms with such perceptions.
The figurative forms invented by the artists from Gugging can also be viewed in 
the light of a series of works by Austrian artists from the late 1960s and 1970s. 
In the brightly colored, surface-oriented images by Peter Pongratz, who belonged 
to the Wirklichkeiten grouping, echoes of Art Brut and Comics appear alongside 
influences from Oceanic art. In What Happened in the Underground? (21), human 
and animal heads, eyes, and hearts in flames romp in an intricate mesh of 
patterns. Pongratz’ “Underground” is a democratic bustle and hubbub of voices 
that offers space for all kinds of traditions, creatures and symbols. 

The exuberant background, dotted with tiny motifs, in Alfred Klinkan’s Gelber 
Schamara (22) also contains countless bizarre beings, their forms appearing 
to belong sometimes to one, sometimes to another figure. Moving through this 
ocean of metamorphotic creatures, we see a hybrid beast, part human, part 
animal, with ram’s horns set upon its head, its body also populated by small 
beings. A reddish-orange dog accompanies the Schamara on its outing.  

So what are we dealing with here? Is this an image of a hybrid semi-transparent 

creature moving through a fantastic world accompanied by its canine companion? 

Or is the Schamara everything that is not the dog, an overflowing container of multitude? 

The color yellow dominates everything but the dog, so color will not clarify the title 

character… I turn to my dog to ask his opinion: “You are one and you many,” he 

suggests, “but I always recognize you.” Kinkan’s line is indebted to handwriting, it 

marries narrative legibility with graphological idiosyncrasy, thus modeling a written, 

that is, culturally aware, form of expressivity. This is painting as drawing, and fantasy 

as thinking — the line materializes where inner and outer reality meet. In the words 

of Kleinian psychoanalyst Hannah Segal “I want to suggest that the origin of thought 

lies in this process of testing phantasy against reality; that is, that thought is not only 

contrasted with phantasy, but based on it and derived from it.” (Ulrike Müller)



Metamorphoses 

Metamorphoses figure in almost all cultural histories. They are associated with 
in-between states and ambiguities, with “no longer” or “not yet”, with “both this 
– and that too”. In mythology, divinities are frequently transformed into animals 
(especially birds), plants, bodies of water or constellations. In modernism too, 
animals and depictions of natures emerge as motifs of change, as catalysts 
of transformations, sometimes even spilling over into the material, eluding 
unambiguous gestalt or clearly defined forms.  

The work by Ernst Wagner has gone through various metamorphoses (23). 
One side of the canvas shows a depiction of a landscape, a mysterious “magic 
mountain” evoked in thick dark brushstrokes. Running obliquely across it, the 
artist has signed his name in red along with the date of production – 1924 
(incidentally also the year in which Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain was 
published). The lettering, which virtually “extinguishes” the mountain motif, may 
have been added after the other side of the canvas was completed. This portrays 
a landscape with houses and trees, this time in warm earthy tones. Wagner’s 
work features two identities that co-exist, each present in its own right. We do 
not know which image was actually painted first, nor why the canvas has been 
stretched on the frame anew several times. 

Karel Malich’s landscape (24) floats freely within the space, offering new vistas 
depending on the angle of viewing – like a drawing liberated from its two-
dimensional support. As we change position, the sculpture’s wires enter into a 
continuous optical motion that knows no beginning and no end. Malich’s mobile 
is the fruit of his engagement with cosmology and energy flows. Entfesselte 
Landschaft III (Unleashed Landscape III) from 1973/74 translates this into a 
fragile sculptural formation, held together by absolutely simple means. For Malich, 
the variable constellations portray energy fields, which he sees as reflecting a 
mythical interpenetration of nature and the cosmos.  

Leopold Stolba’s Fische (Fish) (25) swim in a colored river reminiscent of marbled 
paper. The Austrian artist described the group of works that include Fische 
as wood inlays or intarsia, although the structure of the wood is painted – 
an illusion. Stolba, who favored plants, animals, floral motifs and landscapes in 
his art, also experimented between 1903 and 1906 with decorated and marbled 
papers, which can be seen as early examples of abstract painting. In 2013, 
a 1902 fabric design by the artist even inspired some of Karl Lagerfeld’s 
creations for his Fendi collection.

The painterly gestures in André Beaudin’s Les Papillons (Butterflies) (26) could 
be described as midway between a linear focus and a concentration on flat 
expanses of paint, set between the abstract and figurative. Inspired by his 
friendship with Juan Gris, Beaudin was one of the main protagonists in late 

Cubism, and its flat, angular forms largely define his oeuvre. The bewildering 
web of lines and stratified painterly planes in Les Papillons presents an entirely 
new visual concept. The undermost layer is a predominantly red-spotted ground, 
over which meander tendrils and tentacular forms in dark brown. Other areas 
are overpainted with flat expanses in light brown, seemingly intended to efface 
whatever lies beneath; again and again the lower layers flash through the 
transparent strata of paint. In this nebulously floating chromatic space, something 
that has not yet found its definitive shape gradually seems to come into being. 

I see Die Schmetterlinge as a transitional painting, a passionate painting that pits 

two moves against each other: In the making of it, something happened, and then 

something else happened, and the incongruence between the two registers is 

symptomatic. When you can’t make a decision, it simply might not be the moment 

to make a decision, a friend once told me. She was right. Of course, in a situation like 

that, the feeling will not only linger but intensify until a breaking point is reached. But 

Beaudin isn’t there yet, not ready, in the thick of it. First, he put down a dry and loose 

geometry dominated by earthy reds and greens. There’s horizontality in this bottom 

layer, loose bands of complementary colors cut across the rectangle support, which 

results in a landscape feel, a sense of an outside world. Pulled over this and quite 

separate are smooth colored fogs and loopy lines – a screen of automatic doodles, 

not so much a representation of an inside, but a filter pushing between self and world. 

Beaudin’s unconscious here comes in greys and ochers, and it has a milky quality, 

which makes it less than transparent, even where one can actually see through it. 

(Ulrike Müller)



Jean Fautrier’s 1929 depiction of a bouquet of flowers gives a somber twist 
to this generally cheerful motif (27). Fautrier numbers among the artists who 
began looking for a new formal vocabulary in the wake of the impressions 
garnered during the First World War. In this aesthetic vacuum, Fautrier chose a 
path that tapped into a Surrealist vocabulary, subsequently however feeding into 
the movement he co-founded, informal painting. Bouquet de Fleurs is sketchily 
depicted with rapid repetitive gestures and paint applied in translucent layers. 
The bouquet appears strangely isolated against the gloomy backdrop, with the 
white wrapping paper turning it into a monumental form suspended within the 
space. The flowers themselves virtually float in the dark background. Fautrier’s 
paintings from this “black phase” combine horror and tenderness: inscribed in the 
bouquet motif is the inevitability of death in a world barely clinging onto life. 

In the wake of the experiences of First World War, with the insanity of its 
rationalized war machinery, in the 1920s Surrealism began to open up perception 
to a reality beyond appearances by deliberately embracing nonsensical and 
fantastical elements. Dreams formed a central reference point, the realm where 
the laws of logic and rationality are suspended, and the repressed and forgotten 
surge up from subconscious depths. Surrealism sought to render this visible 
through undirected, automatic creative processes. For example, when creating 
Oiseaux (Birds) (28), André Masson scattered sand on fresh glue, then painted it 
in bright blue and a range of brown tones. The interactions between unconscious 
and clearly calculated compositional decisions open up space for interpretation 
and meaning. Can the blue be read as the sky? Can the calligraphic traces be 
interpreted as hordes of bird’s feet in the sand or as a mêlée of flapping wings? 

Francis Picabia’s Ganga (29) is part of his Transparences series, in which the 
artist superimposed various topics and visual quotes as if in a multiple exposure 
film. Here we find a woman’s face, referencing a Sandro Botticelli Madonna, and 
a reclining nude, Michelangelo’s famous drawing of a young man, known as the 
Dream, together with birds and other props. The combination produces a richly 
allusive scenario, in which the birds become mythical beings and the reclining figure 
seems intimately entangled with an animal in a kind of kiss. Picabia plays with our 
recognition of familiar images, and with interpretations that ultimately cannot be 
resolved. The clichéd motifs, the emphatically “poor” painting style, as well as the 
kitsch framing create an ironic distance to the art of the Surrealists, so imbued with 
weighty psychological significance. 

A dream-like sequence with undeniably ironic undertones also features in Austrian 
artist Erhard Stöbe’s painting. In his 1973 Freiheit in Dosen (Freedom in Cans) (30), 
distinctions between the body and vegetation begin to blur.In this 1970s version 
of a bucolic “Déjeuner en plein air”, the contours are contorted as if in a distorting 
mirror, with forms that range from the vegetable to the anthropomorphic. The only 
exception: two small Mickey Mouse faces that seem to have sneaked into this 
psychedelic dream as if it were a find-the-hidden-object puzzle. Track them down 
and you’ve won the game. 

Bodies Under Pressure

In the early 20th century, there was an urge to find a new image of the human being. 
The clear-cut borders of the body dissolved in fin-de-siècle painting, becoming 
indicators of a society in upheaval, in which stable social roles began to unravel. 
A few years later, the Bauhaus artists designed a human being who would be 
adapted to the prescriptive notions of a functionalized architecture and environment. 
These images of bodies articulate the broad spectrum of conflicts between the 
individual and social and political norms of the day, and the tensions that arise when 
figure and structure clash.

Hugo Scheiber’s large-format drawing Geometrische Figur (Geomtric Figure) (31) is 
constructed from abstract geometric shapes that define the body and its clothing. 
Suggesting limbs, clothing or perspectival space, depending on their positioning, 
these forms intermesh the figure and its surroundings. Taken together, they create 
the depiction of a woman reading at a table in a coffee house, a cigarette holder in 
her hand. Her finely chiseled face protrudes from beneath a 1920s-style cap, while 
the curved lines hint at a bulky coat, perhaps in fur. On closer inspection it seems 
the woman is probably wearing trousers. That would have been a revolutionary move 
in 1929, and is indicative of the vast upheaval in social conventions after the First 
World War.

Harald Szeeman characterizes the particular spatial mood of these paintings “as if the 

floor and table had been pulled out from under the things.” The question that occupies 

me is whether the painting succeeds in also pulling the rug from under its viewers’ feet. 

That, to me, would seem the goal. Does the brushy blackness extend beyond the frame 

and engulf the world of the viewer? (Ulrike Müller)
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Calling the integrity of the body into question, a new expressive style of painting 
became a seismograph of psychological states in early modernism. During 
exactly the same period as Picasso was developing Cubism in Paris with his 
group portrait Les Desmoiselles d’Avignon, Richard Gerstl painted Portrait of the 
Schönberg Family in Vienna (32). The bodies in Gerstl’s painting are in the throes 
of disintegration, a smudgy mass of brushstrokes.  At the time when he painted 
this work Gerstl was having an affair with the composer’s wife, and the tension of 
this constellation seems tangible in the almost feverish paintwork: Gerstl painted 
Mathilde Schönberg (who would leave him shortly afterwards) not as his mistress 
but as part of a family structure. In his painting Gerstl also borrows from Arnold 
Schönberg’s 12-tone music, which departed from classical harmonies. Just as 
that linearity of classical harmonies was abandoned, linearity also vanishes in the 
painting, dissolving into a multitude of simultaneously flickering colors.

In the early 20th century, under the influence of artworks from outside Europe 
and scientific mathematical models, art looked for new ways to represent human 
beings. The rationalist machine aesthetic produced a vision of humans that tallied 
with the modern world. Rudolf Belling’s 1923 head, entitled Skulptur 23 (33), is 
made up of positive and negative geometric shapes. Individuality makes way for 
simplifying generalization. Reading  the angular forms and the hard, shiny material 
stereotypically, this is the depiction of a man. Belling’s representation of a female 
head (34) two years later is also made up of simple basic shapes, but assumes 
a closed form – the integrity of the female body is not under attack. Instead the 
artist works with almost decorative stylization, echoing Art Deco. The sweeping 
line of the hair gives the mask-like, mechanical face a touch of elegance.  

In the period between the two World Wars social reality had very little to do with 
elegance of line. Austrian artist and graphic designer Friedl Dicker, who also 
worked in textile and interior design, referenced the body as a political instrument 
in her 1930 agit prop posters for the Austrian Communist Party. A highly 
pregnant woman is set at the centre of the photo collage Frauen Schönheit durch 
Mutterschaft? (Women Beauty through Motherhood?) (35). She is surrounded by 
clippings from photographs, depicting the various social and political implications 
of reproduction, including women’s role as mothers, giving birth to the labor 
force that will maintain economic production. Dicker’s collages draw a dystopian 
picture of society in Austria’s First Republic. The female body is functionalized and 
subjected to social expectations and constraints; with its strikingly confrontational 
composition, dominated by an “X”, the collage becomes a kaleidoscope of 
inescapable affliction.  

In her paintings, Austrian artist Maria Lassnig pictures her body in modes that 
extend far beyond any kind of formal ideality. She developed an entire vocabulary 
of painterly means to express her bodily sensations. Karyatide (Caryatid) (36) 
shows the artist naked, her angular unwieldy body crammed into the frame as if 
into a crate. Kneeling, her head, strangely devoid of eyes, is tilted upwards and 

she is groping blindly towards the edge of the image, as if seeking to reach out and 
touch this delimitation. The term “caryatid” is used to describe sculptures of female 
figures from Greek Antiquity that, in place of columns, bear the burden of a beam 
on their head. In Lassnig’s Karyatide the question is whether she is supporting an 
invisible burden or putting up a fight against the narrow confines of the picture 
field. The atmospheric paintwork and the light pastel-dominated color palette create 
the diffuse sense of blindly feeling one’s way and cautiously gauging the limits of 
one’s own body. 

Created in the same year as this painting by Lassnig, Ticklish Construction (37) by 
American artist Christine Ramberg casts a gaze on the female body that moves 
beyond sensitive (self-)perception and foregrounds the constructed nature of 
women’s bodies. The schematic depiction of the torso, which is split graphically 
into six picture fields like a comic, sticks to muted beige and brown tones. 
Ramberg, a pupil of Ray Yoshida and, like him, one of the Chicago Imagists, paints 
an anonymous body, squeezed into shape by bandages and constrictions, which 
often serve to underscore the breasts and waist. Special attention is paid to the 
elaborately knotted bandages in each segment of the image. Ramberg’s wrapped-
up bodies do not model clothes but instead fetishistic corsets.  

Fur, silk, leather, feathers, and hair are among the “stuffs” of fetishism. These are all 

animal substances, with hair being at once an animal and a human product. In the 

early 20th-century phenomenology of perversions, the hair-despoiler sits at one end 

of a scale that extends from hair and fur to zoophilia and bestiality. It seems that the 

intruding “tickler” charges the feminized torso not only with prosthetic phallic potential 

but also with animal agency, however framed by convention. One writer describes the 

sexualization in Ramberg’s work as “more fetishist than feminist.” I have no desire 

to label an artist who made no claims to feminism herself (Ramberg expressed her 

disappointment with the limitations of the feminism of her time). But I can’t help but 

think of this trans-gendered “ticklish construction” and its perverse, precariously phallic 

sexuality as some kind of a figurehead for the excitingly murky waters that this exhibition 

is exploring. (Ulrike Müller)
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Metamorphoses

Come to me     There is something
I have got to tell you     and I can’t tell 

Something taking shape
Something that has a new name

A new dimension
A new use

A new illusion

(from Mina Loy, XIII, Others, April 1917)

Bodies Under Pressure

My elbow-knuckles
And the hollows under my knee-caps

Are curious places.
My heels are melancholy,

Dozing and drudging all day.
My toes have turned sullen
From never being amused.

(from Helen Hoyt, Coignes, Others, Nov. 1915)
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